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Abstract

Observation of the 3-dimensional (3-D) electron density of the ionosphere is useful to study large-scale physical processes in space
weather events. Ionospheric data assimilation and ionospheric tomography are methods that can create an image of the 3-D electron
density distribution. While multiple techniques have been developed over the past 30 years, there are relatively few studies that show
the accuracy of the algorithms. This paper outlines a novel simulation approach to test the quality of an ionospheric tomographic inver-
sion. The approach uses observations from incoherent scatter radar (ISR) scans and extrapolates them spatially to create a realistic iono-
spheric representation. A set of total electron content (TEC) measurements can then be simulated using real geometries from satellites
and ground receivers. This data set, for which the ‘truth’ ionosphere is known, is used as input for a tomographic inversion algorithm to
estimate the spatial distribution of electron density. The reconstructed ionospheric maps are compared with the truth ionosphere to cal-
culate the difference between the images and the truth.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of this simulation framework, an inversion algorithm called MIDAS (Multi-Instrument Data Anal-
ysis Software) is evaluated for three geographic regions with differing receiver networks. The results show the importance of the distri-
bution and density of GPS receivers and the use of a realistic prior conditioning of the vertical electron density profile. This paper
demonstrates that when these requirements are met, MIDAS can reliably estimate the ionospheric electron density. When the region
under study is well covered by GPS receivers, as in mainland Europe or North America, the errors in vertical total electron content
(vTEC) are smaller than 1 TECu (2–4%) . In regions with fewer and more sparsely distributed receivers, the errors can be as high as
20–40%. This is caused by poor data coverage and poor spatial resolution of the reconstruction, which has an important effect on
the calibration process of the algorithm.
� 2019 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

The ionosphere, the ionised region of the Earth’s atmo-
sphere at altitudes between approximately 80 and 1000 km,
is mainly created by the interaction between the Sun’s elec-
tromagnetic emissions and the Earth’s atmosphere. It
changes both spatially and temporally and is influenced
by changes in solar emissions, atmospheric dynamics and
interplanetary and geomagnetic fields (Hargreaves, 1992).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2019.11.015
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Free electrons within the ionosphere cause electromag-
netic wave refraction and delay, and these effects depend
on the local electron density and the frequency of the wave
(McNamara, 1991; Leitinger, 1999). This property makes
dual-frequency Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) signals ideal for ionospheric sensing. By recording
the phase and time delay of the two signals at the two fre-
quencies, the frequency-dependent aspect can be eliminated
and the Total Electron Content (TEC) along the satellite-
receiver ray path can be derived (Mannucci et al., 1998).
It must be noted that TEC measurements are susceptible
to different error sources, such as satellite and receiver
org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Ionospheric tomography example, showing ray paths intersecting
a grid of voxels.
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biases (Wilson and Mannucci, 1993), so the use of them in
tomographic imaging requires knowledge of these biases
and calibration.

To determine the distribution and density of free elec-
trons in the ionosphere, radio tomographic techniques were
first proposed by Austen et al. (1986), which were further
improved to obtain 3-D and 4-D specification of the iono-
sphere (Fremouw et al., 1992; Hernandez-Pajares et al.,
1998; Bust et al., 2007). Ionospheric tomography has had
an important impact on different fields, especially on GNSS
positioning and timing corrections (Rose et al., 2014;
Allain and Mitchell, 2008; Hernández-Pajares et al.,
2000). However, assessing the accuracy of these algorithms
is challenging because a specification of the true ionosphere
is not available as reference. Therefore, in this paper, a sim-
ulation framework is developed and used to assess the
accuracy of the tomographic inversion algorithm called
MIDAS (Multi-Instrument Data Analysis Software)
(Mitchell and Spencer, 2003). The method may also be
adapted for other algorithms.

Tomography is the reconstruction of two, three or four-
dimensional images from line-integral measurements influ-
enced by the imaged object (Radon, 1917). In the case of
ionospheric tomography, the line-integral observation is
the TEC:

TEC ¼
Z R

S
N sð Þds ð1Þ

in which N is the electron density per unit volume and s the
distance along the ray path from satellite (S) to receiver
(R). TEC is the columnar electron density and is expressed

in TEC Units (TECu), where 1 TECu ¼ 1016 electrons/m2.
When a GNSS receiver network consisting of sufficient
number of receivers with large spatial coverage is available,
TEC measurements can be used for ionospheric tomogra-
phy (Bust and Mitchell, 2008). Individual TEC measure-
ments provide no information about the electron
distribution along the ray path, but a series of them cross-
ing each other in the ionosphere can be inverted into spatial
maps of electron density.

In ionospheric tomography, the electron density may be
assumed constant within a sufficiently small volume around
a point (a ‘voxel’) in the ionosphere. The contribution to
the measured TEC of each intersection of the ray with a
voxel is therefore the multiplication of that electron density
and the length of the intersection. The TEC of a single ray
path is the summation of these segments. For n ray paths
and m voxels,this may be expressed as:

b
!¼

Xi¼n

i¼1

Xj¼m

j¼1

Ai;j � xj ð2Þ

where b
!

contains all the TEC measurements, Ai;j is an
array that contains the lengths of the intersections of the

n ray paths with each of the m voxels, and x! is a vector
containing the electron density in each of the m voxels.
Fig. 1 shows a graphical example of voxels and rays in a
two-dimensional representation of the ionosphere.

The same equation can be expressed in matrix form as:

A x!¼ b
! ð3Þ

where A is an n� m matrix of the path lengths within each

voxel, x! is the electron density within each of the m voxels,

and b
!

are the n observed TECs.
It is important to remark that, particularly when only

ground-based receivers are used, ionospheric tomography
is limited by the satellite-to-receiver geometry. This leads
to a lack of horizontal ray-paths through the ionosphere.
Not having enough data to cover the entire geographical
area with evenly-spread receivers is another limitation.
Mathematically these limitations may cause the inversion
to be underdetermined. To overcome this difficulty, a map-
ping matrix M is used to transform the problem to one for
which the unknowns are coefficients of orthonormal basis
functions, the combination of which will produce the final
image of electron density (Mitchell and Spencer, 2003;
Fremouw et al., 1992). The problem is now expressed
mathematically as:

AMW
!¼ b

! ð4Þ
where the matrix M defines the mapping from a voxel-
based representation to an orthonormal representation by
using basis functions, such that AM defines a basis set of
line integrations of electron density through the geometry

volume defined by A. Once W
!

is calculated by solving the
inverse problem, the electron density is given by:

x!¼ MW
! ð5Þ

The method can be used to provide full three (or even
four if time is considered) dimensional images of the iono-
sphere, which is more accurate than thin shell ionospheric
mapping (Hernández-Pajares et al., 1999; Allain and
Mitchell, 2010). The software that is analysed in this paper,
MIDAS, uses a variation of this technique for the recon-
struction, where the horizontal electron density gradient
is given by discrete functions.
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Ionospheric tomography has previously been verified in
individual studies using different experimental data
sources, such as incoherent scatter radars (Pryse and
Kersley, 1992; Walker et al., 1996; Mitchell et al., 1995;
Meggs et al., 2005) or ionosondes (Hernandez-Pajares
et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2008). Such a verification is compli-
cated by the fact that all instruments have associated mea-
surement errors. Therefore, the evaluation is limited by the
accuracy of the instruments. Furthermore, these systems do
not cover large regions of the Earth. In this paper this issue
is overcome by creating a simulation framework that is
based upon incoherent scatter radar (ISR) observations
and their extrapolation over a wide area, thus benefiting
from the realism of the ISR scans while eliminating the
effect of instrument precision.

ISRs were first introduced by Gordon (1958). Essen-
tially, ISR involves back scatter from plasma waves that
are generated in the ionosphere (Beynon and Williams,
1978). The key feature of this instrument is that it is able
to observe above the peak electron density regions in the
ionosphere.

In addition to their contribution to the physical under-
standing of the ionosphere, an important application of
ISR has been to provide independent verification for other
experimental techniques, such as ionospheric tomography
(Meggs et al., 2005). It provides accurate and independent
ionospheric observations of electron density, which helps
to validate the performance of tomographic inversion algo-
rithms (Walker et al., 1996; Bust et al., 2007). The Euro-
pean Incoherent Scatter (EISCAT) (Rishbeth and
Williams, 1985) was used for the independent verification
of ionospheric tomography for the first time in 1992, as
reported by Pryse and Kersley (1992).

In this paper, ISR scans are used to produce computer
representations of the ionosphere that are then used to test
an ionospheric imaging algorithm, with the aim of evaluat-
ing the accuracy and finding the best approach for imaging
the ionosphere. Data from two different ISRs are used in
this paper. The first one, the EISCAT radar, has two radar
systems (a VHF and a UHF transmitter, both co-located
with their receivers) near Tromsø, Norway (19.2� E longi-
tude and 69.6� N latitude). The second ISR is located at
the Millstone Hill observatory (71.5� W longitude and
42.6� N latitude) in Massachusetts, USA. Two-
dimensional (electron density vs. latitude and height) scans
of the ionosphere were selected.

It is helpful at this stage to define some of the terminol-
ogy to be used in this paper. ‘Ionospheric model’ refers to a
3-D computer representation of the ionospheric electron
density. ‘Simulation’ refers to the use of these simulated
observations as input to a tomographic algorithm to create
an image of the ionospheric model. ‘Reconstruction’ refers
to the use of these simulated observations to create a rep-
resentation of the ionospheric model. The analogous terms
in a real experimental situation would be ionospheric
electron density (ionospheric model), observations (simu-
lated observations) and reconstruction/inversion/image
(reconstruction).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, the cre-
ation of the ionospheric models and the simulated observa-
tions are introduced. Then, in Section 3, the important
parameters needed for the reconstruction are described
and selected. Finally, the results are shown and discussed
in Section 4.

2. Definition of the ‘truth’ ionospheric models and simulated

observations

To test the accuracy of the ionospheric tomography
algorithms, a truth ionosphere is needed, with an associ-
ated data set of GNSS TEC-measurements. These TEC-
measurements can be inverted using a tomographic algo-
rithm, after which the reconstructions can be compared
with the truth to assess accuracy.

2.1. Specification of the ‘truth’ ionosphere

Two truth computer ionospheric models were created
using observations from two different ISRs. The two-
dimensional scan (Meggs et al., 2005) used to create the
first ionospheric input model from the EISCAT at Tromsø,
images the ionosphere from latitude 64� to 78� N at longi-
tude 19� E, reaching 600 km of altitude above the Earth’s
surface. The scan was obtained on 2002-01-07at 12:30
UT, and is shown in Fig. 2a. The second model was created
using a scan from the Millstone Hill ISR at 16:15 UT on
2010-07-30, as seen in Fig. 2b. This scan measured the elec-
tron density of the ionosphere from latitude 42� to 48� N at
longitude 72� W and up to 600 km height.

As the ISR measurements are performed in a 2-D plane,
two 3-D ionospheric models were created using the IRI-
2016 model (Bilitza et al., 2017), augmented with co-
incident ionosonde measurements. The combination was
performed to create a more realistic ionospheric scenario
to test the tomographic algorithms than the one provided
by the IRI-2016 model. The electron density distribution
gathered from the EISCAT scan was extended to a larger
grid from 30� to 80� N latitude, from 15� W to 45� E lon-
gitude and up to 800 km altitude. This was done in 4 steps:

1. First, a 3-D background electron density distribution
was created for the area-of-interest using the IRI model.

2. Secondly, the vertical electron density profile of this
background model was corrected using normalised
ionosonde electron density values. Only the vertical pro-
file shape was corrected, because the electron peak den-
sity observed from the ISR is generally more accurate.
This was performed by normalising the electron density
profile from the ionosonde, and multiplying it with the
densities in the background IRI model.



Fig. 2. (a) Original EISCAT radar scan from 2002-01-07at 12:30 UT and (b) Original Millstone Hill ISR scan from 2010-07-30at 16:15 UT.
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3. After that, only the values of the background model at
the edges of the area of interest were retained, and the
electron density values of the ISR scan were added at
their respective coordinates and heights.

4. Finally, the gaps between each pixel from the original
scan and the boundaries in the new grid were filled by
linear interpolation.

In the same way as the first model, observations from
the Millstone Hill ISR scan were used to create the second
ionospheric model. This model covers latitudes from 20� to
70� N, longitudes from 125� to 70� W and up to 800 km
altitude. Fig. 3 shows two latitudinal slices, one for the
EISCAT-based model (22� E longitude) and one for the
Millstone Hill-based model (72� W longitude).

The ISR scans provide different ionospheric conditions
for each of the models. In this case, Millstone Hills ISR
data shows a very quiet and stable ionosphere, while EIS-
CAT ISR scan shows more spatial variability. Therefore,
the electron density from the EISCAT model will be more
challenging to reconstruct using ionospheric tomography.
2.2. Creation of simulated observations associated with the

‘truth’ ionosphere

These two ionospheric models were used to test three of
the most critical issues when imaging the ionosphere with
GPS: the impact of satellite and receiver inter-frequency
Fig. 3. (a) EISCAT ionospheric model’s latitudinal slice at 19� E
longitude derived from measurements obtained on 2002-01-07 at 12:30
UT, and (b) Millstone Hill input model’s latitudinal slice at 72� W
longitude derived from measurements obtained on 2010-07-30 at 16:15
UT.
biases, poor receiver coverage of the geographical area-
of-interest, and the lack of horizontal rays. If the algorithm
is not robust against inter-frequency biases, the vertical
TEC may be shifted by a constant value proportional to
the biases. The uneven coverage and lack of horizontal
raysmay harm the horizontal and vertical accuracy of the
reconstructed ionosphere.

For these tests, GPS TEC measurements were simulated
to provide input data for the MIDAS ionospheric tomog-
raphy algorithm. The electron density (see Eq. (1)) was
integrated along satellite-to-receiver ray paths through
the ionospheric models for a set of actual satellite positions
and receiver locations.

To test the effect of the density and distribution of the
GPS ground receivers, the receivers of the International
GNSS Service (IGS) network in three different geographi-
cal areas were chosen: Europe, North Asia and North
America. Their geographical distribution can be seen in
Fig. 4. The cyan dots represent the GPS receiver positions
on each map. The impact of the receiver density in each of
these 3 different regions will be compared using the two
ionospheric models in Section 2.1. For each comparison
all three receiver distributions will be tested using the same
ionospheric model which is projected above the region-of-
interest. This will provide information about the influence
of the receiver distribution and density on the
reconstructions.

As shown by Dear and Mitchell (2006), MIDAS can cal-
ibrate the TEC without prior knowledge of satellite or
receiver inter-frequency biases because it uses the ray-
differencing technique described by Andreeva et al.
(1992). For this experiment, real satellite biases and realis-
tic receiver biases were added to each TEC measurement to
make the simulated observations realistic and to analyse
the effect, if any, that the satellite and receiver biases have
on the reconstructions.
Fig. 4. Location of the GPS receivers used for the reconstruction.
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3. Selection of optimal parameters for MIDAS

Once the simulated observations to test the tomographic
algorithm are ready, some critical parameters need to be
defined to optimise the performance of MIDAS.

3.1. Selection of the optimum reconstruction grid size

The first step after creating the ionospheric models and
choosing the receiver networks was to decide the 3-
dimensional grid resolution to be used for each experiment.
Therefore, a receiver density analysis was done to evaluate
the ionospheric reconstructions using different grid resolu-
tions and different numbers of receivers.

For this experiment, receivers were evenly distributed on
the grid, and TEC measurements were simulated using the
European truth ionosphere as described in Section 2.2.
These measurements were inverted with MIDAS into 3-D
ionospheric maps, and mean errors in vertical TEC (vTEC)
were computed.

In order to provide a comparison between the results
of this experiment and a realistic ground receiver distribu-
tion, the receiver density of the grids from Fig. 4 was also
Fig. 5. Three examples of the receivers distribution over the grid and 5 � 5
degree bins.

Fig. 6. (a): mean and standard deviation of receivers per bin for the three scena
within each 5 � 5 degree bin. The horizontal axis has a logarithmic scale.
analysed. The grids were divided into 5 � 5 degree lati-
tude and longitude bins, and the number of receivers
per bin was calculated. This analysis provides a close
approximation to the needed grid resolution depending
on the receiver density and distribution of each scenario.
Fig. 5 shows three examples of receivers evenly distributed
over the grid, with red lines to identify the 5 � 5 degree
bins.

The simulation was run using 5, 2, 1 and 0.5 degree steps
in latitude and longitude and from 4 to 625 receivers
equally distributed over the area. Fig. 6 presents the results
from the experiment. In Fig. 6b, the mean errors in vTEC
as a function of number of receivers per bin are presented.
For comparison, In Fig. 6a, the mean (diamond) and stan-
dard deviation (line) of the number of receivers per bin are
shown for each of the three regions from Fig. 4. As
expected, the higher the resolution the smaller the errors
obtained, but more receivers are needed to achieve high
accuracy results. It’s worth mentioning that the distribu-
tion of the receivers is optimal in each of the 4 simulated
cases. In a real situation, the receivers will not be as evenly
distributed and the results will not be as good as in this ide-
alised experiment.

There is a big improvement when moving from a 5� to a
2� grid, but the improvement decreases when moving to
smallerpixel sizes. The difference between using 1� and
0:5� steps is very small, around 0.2 TECu when enough
receivers cover the area; but the higher the resolution, the
longer the computational time. The errors increase dramat-
ically at 1� and 0:5� grids with few receivers per bin due to
the insufficient data available to properly reconstruct the
ionosphere at such high resolutions. Considering the results
obtained in Fig. 6, a resolution of 1� for latitude and lon-
gitude was selected for North American and European
grids, whereas a step of 2� was used in North Asia.
rios under study. (b): mean error in vTEC for different numbers of receivers
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3.2. Orthonormal basis functions to approximate the vertical

electron density profile

One of the key features of MIDAS is the use of empirical
orthonormal basis functions (EOFs) in the vertical domain
(Mitchell and Spencer, 2003; Meggs et al., 2005). These
functions provide a realistic approximation of the vertical
electron density profile to compensate for the lack of verti-
cal accuracy in the reconstruction, The inversion algorithm
fits the ionospheric vertical electron density results to the
given EOFs. These orthonormal functions can either be
obtained from a set of possible ionospheric profiles derived
from models, such as Chapman profiles (Chapman, 1931),
or from external data sources such as ionosondes.

Depending on the region of the experiment, an iono-
sonde close to the time of the ISR observation in Chilton
(UK) or Boulder (USA) was used to calculate the EOFs.
The ionosonde observations only reach up to the F2 peak
height, but the topside of the ionosphere had to be mod-
elled too. In this paper, a novel approach to calibrate the
ionosonde is introduced, which uses accurate vTEC values.
By keeping the bottomside profiles, the scale heights, HT ,
needed to reconstruct the topsides were calculated (using
a� Chapman equations (Chapman, 1931)). They were
selected to match the ionosonde full profile vTEC with
the vTEC obtained from MIDAS at that same location.
Using these new topside scale heights, and peak heights
and bottomside scale heights derived from the ionosonde
data, new Chapman functions were created. This novel
method is later referred to as topside calibrated ionosonde.

The inter-frequency bias estimation, horizontal and ver-
tical accuracy of the tomographic algorithm were evaluated
in the three regions given in Fig. 4 using two ionospheric
models. In Section 4 the obtained results are discussed.
4. Results

In this section, the six reconstructed three-dimensional
ionospheric maps are analysed. For clarity, the results con-
cerning each critical feature mentioned in Section 2.2 - bias
Fig. 7. Histograms of (a) inter-frequency biases estimation errors and (b) inte
estimation, horizontal accuracy and vertical electron den-
sity distribution - will be investigated separately.

4.1. Bias estimation

First, the impact of the satellite and receiver inter-
frequency biases on the results is analysed. MIDAS can
calibrate for the biases during the inversion process by
using the ray-differencing technique (Andreeva et al.,
1992). This feature allows the calculation of the biases by
comparing the TEC from the biased input and the TEC
from the output of MIDAS for each satellite-to-receiver
path. Fig. 7a shows the errors between the calculated and
input inter-frequency biases analysing all the satellite-
receiver pairs in two areas, the full European grid and in
a smaller area in central Europe. The area in central Eur-
ope has higher receiver density than the full European
region. The relative error, calculated by comparing the esti-
mated absolute value of bias error to the measured TEC of
that path, is shown in Fig. 7b. The figure shows how well
the biases are estimated for each satellite-receiver pair, with
errors smaller than 5% for approximately 99% of the rays
in the area with a dense receiver network.

For the next experiment, the TEC values of the simu-
lated observations for each ray-path are multiplied by 10
without modifying the bias values, to test if bias estimation
errors depend on the measured TEC. Fig. 8 shows again
the absolute and relative errors.

By comparing Figs. 7 and 8 it can be seen that the abso-
lute errors have increased by a factor of 10 in accordance
with the increase in TEC, therefore without changing the
error percentage. Table 1 shows numerical mean and stan-
dard deviation values for the results shown in previous
figures.

Finally, TEC results fromMIDAS reconstructions using
biased and unbiased simulations were compared in order to
analyse the effect the inversion method has on the bias esti-
mation. Fig. 9 shows that TEC reconstructions in MIDAS
from biased and unbiased TEC simulations are the same,
showing that the method is robust for bias estimation.
r-frequency biases estimation errors percentage, for each ray over Europe.



Fig. 9. Comparison of reconstructed TEC from simulated TEC data with
and without inter-frequency biases.

Fig. 8. Histograms of (a) inter-frequency biases estimation errors and (b) inter-frequency biases estimation errors percentage, for each ray over Europe
after multiplying the TEC values of the simulated observations by 10.

Table 1
Mean and STD of errors in inter-frequency bias estimation.

Full European grid Good coverage Europe

Absolute error Relative error Absolute error Relative error

TEC 10 * TEC TEC 10 * TEC TEC 10 * TEC TEC 10 * TEC

Mean (TECu) 0.938 9.388 3.176% 3.175% 0.7564 7.564 2.665% 2.665%
STD (TECu) 0.443 4.429 2.148% 2.147% 0.194 1.942 0.751% 0.751%
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4.2. Horizontal accuracy

In this section, a detailed analysis of the effect of receiver
coverage on the horizontal accuracy of the ionospheric
reconstructions is shown, by comparing reconstructed
vTEC results with the ‘truth’ ionospheric models.

The first analysis illustrates the distribution of absolute
vTEC errors over the grid, by calculating the vTEC errors
relative to the ‘truth’ ionospheric model. Fig. 10 shows the
vTEC errors, limited to 5 TECu. Black dots represent the
GPS receiver locations. Results from both ionospheric
models show the effect of receiver coverage on the quality
of the reconstructed data. The areas with few or no recei-
vers show larger differences fromthe ionospheric model,
which means that the algorithm was not able to reconstruct
the electron density correctly there. Over the mainland,
where many receivers are available, the errors are in the
range of 0-1 TECu.

Fig. 11 shows relative vTEC errors for the same recon-
structions. The colourmap is limited to 10% to highlight
the small variations at low percentages. The effect of each
model can be derived from this figure. Even if the absolute
errors from both models are very similar, results from the
EISCAT model, which has higher electron density values,
show lower relative errors compared to the Millstone Hill
model. It’s also worth mentioning that in high receiver den-
sity areas the accuracy is 60% to 95% better than in areas
with a lower receiver density. When comparing the results
from Europe and North America with Asia, the effect of
the chosen grid resolution can be seen. The results over
Asia show accurate results (1-3 TECu) due to the low res-
olution of the reconstruction. In order to obtain higher
accuracy results (relative errors below 2%), a larger receiver
network and a higher resolution reconstruction is needed
as seen in the high receiver density areas in Europe and
North America.

Overall, with a good coverage of receivers in the area of
study, an accurate representation of the ionospheric total
electron content can be obtained.
4.3. Vertical accuracy

The accuracy of the vertical electron density distribution
of the tomographic image is also an important factor for



Fig. 10. Maps of the absolute vTEC errors over Europe, North America and North Asia using EISCAT and Millstone Hill input models.

Fig. 11. Maps of relative vTEC error over Europe, North America and North Asia using EISCAT and Millstone Hill input models. The triangles in the
maps correspond to the locations of the ionosondes used to create the ’truth’ model (Tromsø and Boston) and the ones used to create the vertical EOFs for
MIDAS (Chilton and Boulder).
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high-precision applications. Therefore, the third goal was
to test the vertical accuracy of the MIDAS algorithm. This
was done by comparing the vertical electron density distri-
bution of the reconstructions with those of the ionospheric
‘truth’ models that provide the input of the algorithm. To
analyse the influence of the EOFs, ionospheric reconstruc-
tions in two regions were investigated: Europe with the
EISCAT model and North America with the Millstone Hill
model.
Fig. 12 presents the reconstructed vertical electron den-
sity profiles for the European region with the EISCAT
ionosphere model at Tromsø (scan location) and Chilton
(ionosonde location) in the upper row, and for the
North-American region with the Millstone hill ionosphere
model at Boston (scan location) and Boulder (ionosonde
location) in the lower row. These locations are shown in
the maps in Fig. 11. The ‘true’ vertical electron density pro-
file is added for comparison.



Fig. 12. Reconstructed vertical electron density profiles at Europe (EISCAT model) and North America (Millstone Hill model) obtained using 1 or 2
EOFs, compared with the true vertical electron density distributions at different locations.
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Fig. 12 shows that the reconstructed ionospheric peak
densities are seriously underestimated when using the EIS-
CAT input model and EOFs derived from ionosonde data.
The results using EOFs derived from the topside calibrated
ionosonde approach (Section 3.2) show closer agreement to
the input profile for the majority of the results. Regarding
the scale height, an improvement in the thickness of the F
region can also be seen when using EOFs derived from the
calibrated ionosonde data.

In Table 2, main parameters of the reconstructed iono-
sphere and their errors at Tromsø, Chilton, Boston and
Boulder are summarised. For both ionospheric models, it
can be seen that the results when using only 1 EOF derived
from calibrated ionosonde data (the highlighted column in
the table) provide a better estimation of the F2 peak elec-
tron density. This was the major issue in previous
reconstructions.

Analysing the reconstruction of the EISCAT iono-
spheric model, it can be seen that using EOFs derived from
calibrated ionosonde data, the errors in the estimations of
the peak electron densities have been reduced by 20–40%.
The results of the Millstone Hill ionospheric model, on
the other hand, show no major improvement. It can be
concluded that the new method to calculate EOFs
improves the overall vertical accuracy of this ionospheric
electron density imaging algorithm, even at locations far
from the ionosonde measuring location. This improvement
is only achieved if the original ionosonde profile is signifi-
cantly different from the input model, which in this exper-
iment only occurs when using the EISCAT model.

5. Conclusions

This study has introduced a novel simulation frame-
work in which a realistic ‘truth’ ionosphere is created
based on ISR measurement data. Using this method,
the accuracy of imaging the ionosphere with MIDAS
was evaluated. It was found that the accuracy of the
ionospheric reconstruction is influenced by the number
of EOFs, their vertical profile and the density of ground
based receivers.

This paper demonstrates the importance of the number
of GNSS receivers and their distribution over the geo-
graphic area under study when imaging the ionosphere.
The paper shows errors in vTEC larger than 10% in the
ionospheric reconstructions over North Asia. This is
caused by the limited resolution due to the small number
of receivers distributed over the area. On the other hand,
in the regions with sufficient receiver coverage, the errors
in vTEC are below 2% for most of the experiments.
Another important result is the robustness of MIDAS
against both satellite and receiver biases.

This investigation also underlines the importance of the
data sets and methods used to derive the EOFs. Even if the
obtained vTEC results are very accurate, the vertical elec-
tron density distribution differed from the input models
in some experiments, with errors over 50% in the peak
height and density estimation. Therefore, further experi-
ments were done to improve the vertical shape of the recon-
struction. By using the vTEC calibrated ionosonde
method, the accuracy of the vertical electron density profile
was improved, while the vTEC results remained as accurate
as in previous experiments. With only 1 EOF the peak elec-
tron density estimation improved by � 20–40% in most of
the experiments. This method has shown a major improve-
ment in this critical aspect of ionospheric tomography
using GNSS data.

The errors when using 2 EOFs are larger in comparison
with the errors obtained when using 1 EOF only. This may
be caused by the increase in the number of unknowns when
increasing the number of EOFs, which makes the problem
more difficult to solve when the data are insufficient.



Table 2
Parameters of the reconstructed ionosphere and their errors at (a) Tromsø and (b) Chilton using the EISCAT ionospheric model; and (c) Boston
and (d) Boulder using the Millstone Hill ionospheric model.
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The study indicates the importance of data coverage in
ionospheric tomography. Additional features in MIDAS
incorporating physics-based models (e.g. Da Dalt, 2015)
can assists in spatial extrapolation and forecasting. The
advantages of these will be evaluated in future work.
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